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From early November until now,
almost April,
snow has fallen and fallen,
drifting upon us
in seethe and murmur.
Month after month
air hobbled with snowflakes.
Hour after hour, all hours
of snow searching, hopeless,
aimless in dark hemlock
or light intricate birch.
I have seen snowflakes
all winter
like blurred stars in the air,
queer tumultuous lights
as if in a mist,
soft bodies
like dead moths falling
from the crowns of poisoned trees.
Stars falling, stars
in multitude, the universe
drifting down —
lights without sound or almost
without sound.
And no end to it.
5
Walking, lost in stardrift,
only the ghost of the dog to lead me,
alone in whiteness, lost
in a cold void, O Eckhart!
knowledge of this zero moving
across, this flaking, across
nothing, flake among flakes, flung
to nowhere by the breath blown through me,
cold acetylene of the stars!
I can't take it. That once was not
forever. I am still warm inside.
Even there, lost in farthest reality
when I was blest, the sound
of the shot man came.
I press my hands to my lips
to feel my blood and bone.
I don't know what I want, clarity
of light beyond meaning or my howl
pitched with the minstrels who are on the run.
But when a hint of woodsmoke
laces the wind
I smile without thinking.
How wind veers or snow
fills my tracks, no matter.
Directions remain — toward, from,
commitment, refusal. Now
in the abandoned hotel on the mountain
broken glass squeals under the boot
like dead violins, snow
drifts in the corridor like old
conversation. Somewhere a door is always
closing, clapped by the wind, though often
in refusal I go myself
to shut them
softly, with strange reluctance.
Weary, God!
of starfall and snowfall,
weary of north winter, and weary
of myself like this, so cold and thoughtful.
7
Robert Ely
SIX WINTER PRIVACY POEMS
1
About four, a few flakes.
I empty the teapot out in the snow,
feeling shoots of joy in the new cold.
By nightfall, wind,
the curtains on the south sway softly.
2
My shack has two rooms; I use one.
The light falls on my table,
and I fly into one of my own poems —
I can't tell you where —
as if I appeared where I am now,
in a wet field, snow falling.
3
More of the fathers are dying each day.
It is time for the sons.
Bits of darkness are gathering around them.
The bits appear as flakes of light.
4
Sitting Alone
There is a solitude like black mud!
Sitting in the darkness singing
I can't tell if this joy




There is someone inside this music
who is not well described by the names
of Jesus, or Jehovah, or the Lord of Hosts!
6
When I woke, new snow had fallen.
1 am alone, yet someone else is with me,
drinking coffee, looking out at the snow.
WALKING IN SPRING DITCHES
The spring wind blows dissatisfactions
and mad architects, two mile long tails.
And my shoes like whales
eat the grass, sweeping through
the grass, eating
up the darkness.
The night is windy. Sleek cows fly
across the sky. Samson
is angry.
So much of women
in this uneven grass.
9
William Stafford
A WAY OF WRITING
A writer is not so much someone who has something to
say as he is someone who has found a process that will bring
about new things he would not have thought of if he had not
started to say them. That is, he does not draw on j^re^servoir;
instead, he engages in an activity that brings to him a whole
succession of unforeseen stories, poems, essays, plays, laws,
philosophies, religions, or — but wait!
Back in school, from the first when I began to try to write
things, I felt this richness. One thing would lead to another;
the world would give and give. Now, after twenty years or so
of trying, I live by that certain richness, an idea hard to pin,
difficult to say, and perhaps offensive to some. For there are
strange implications in it.
One irr^l^^ion is the importance of just plain receptivity.
When I write, I like to have an interval Fefore rhe when~Tam
no t likely to be interrupted. For me, this means*TisuaIIy the
early morning, before others are awake. 1 get pen and p^er,
take a glance out the window (often it is dark out there), and
wait. It is like fishing. But I do not wait very long, for there
is always a nibble — and this is where receptivity comes in.
To get started I will accept anything that occurs to me. Some-
thing always occurs, of course, to any of us. We can't keep
from thinking. Maybe I have to settle for an immediate im-
pression: it's cold, or hot, or dark, or bright, or in between!
Or — well, the possibilities are endless. If I put down some-
thing, that thing will help the next thing come, and I'm off. If
I let the process go on, things will occur to me that were not at
all in my mind when I started. These things, odd or trivial as
they may be, are somehow connected. And if I let them string
out, surprising things will happen.
If I let them string out. . . . Along yWth initial receptivity,
then, there is an^l^r readiness: I must be willing to fail. If I
am to keep on writing, I cannot bother to insist on high stand-
ards. I must get into action and not let anything stop me, or
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even slow me much. By '^standar^^^ I do not mean ^ correct-
ness" — spelling, punctuation, and so on. These details be-
come mechanical for anyone who writes for a while. I am
thinking about what many people would consider "important
standards, such matters as social significance, positive values,
consistency, etc. I resolutely disregard th^e. Something bet-
ter, greater, is happening! I am following a process tnat leads
so wildly and originally into new territory that no judgment can
at the momeivt -be made about values, significance, and so on. I
am making something new, something that has not been judged
before. Later others—- and maybe I myself — will make judg-
ments. Now, I am headlong to discover. Any distraction may
harm the creating.
^
So, receptive, careless of failure, I spin out things on the
page. And a wonderful freedom comes. If something occurs
to me, it is all right to accept it. It has one justification: it
occurs to me. No one else can guide me. I must follow my
own weak, wandering, diffident impulses.
A strange bonus happens. At times, without my insisting
on it, my writings become coherent; the successive elements
that occur to me are clearly related. They lead by themselves
to new connections. Sometimes the language, even the sylla-
bles that happen along, may start a trend. Sometimes the ma-
terials alert me to something waiting in my mind, ready for
sustained attention. At such times, I allow myself to be elo-
quent, or intentional, or for great swoops (treacherous! not to
be trusted!) reasonable. But I do not insist on any of that; for
I know that back of my activity there will be the coherence of
my self, and that indulgence of my impulses will bring recur-
rent patterns and meanings again.
This attitude toward the process of writing creatively sug-
gests a problem for me, in terms of what others say. They talk
about "skills" in writing. Without denying that I do have ex-
perience, wide reading, automatic orthodoxies and maneuvers
of various kinds, I still must insist that I am often baffled about
wha^t. "skill" has to do^^ith the precious little area of confusion
when I do not know what I am going to^ say,^ and then I find
out what I am going to say. That precious interval I am un-
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able to bridge by skill. What can I witness about it? It re-
mains mysterious, just as all of us must feel puzzled about how
we are so inventive as to be able to talk along through com-
plexities with our friends, not needing to plan what we are go-
ing to say, but never stalled for long in our confident forward
progress. Skill? If so, it is the skill we all have, something we
must have learned before the age of three or four.
A writer is one who has become accustomed to trusting that
grace, or luck, or — skill.
Yet another attitude I find necessary: most of what I
write, like most of what I say in casual conversation, will not
amount to much. Even I will realize, and even at the time,
that it is not negotiable. It will be like practice . In conversa-
tion I allow myself random remarks — in fact, as I recall, that
is the way I learned to talk —, so in writing I launch many ex-
pendable efforts. A result of this free way of writing is that I
am not writing for others, mostly; they will not see the product
at all unless the"artlvity~ev^fuates in something that later ap-
pears-±Q_be worthy . My guide is the self, and its adventuring
in the language brings about communication.
f This process-rather-than-substance view of writing invites
^ final, dual reflection:
(1}^ Writers may not be special — sensitive or talented in
any usual sense. They are simply engaged in sustained use of
a language skill we all have. Tiieir. "Treaticms'^^ome about
through confident reliance on stray impulses that will, with
w — _ — -
trust, find occasional patterns that Tre satisfying.
iQ) But writing itself is one of the great, free human ac-
tivities. There is scope for individuality, and elation, and dis-
covery, in writing. For the person who follows with trust and
forgiveness what occurs to him, the world remains always ready
and deep, an inexhaustible environment, with the combined
vividness of an actuality and flexibility of a dream. Working
back and forth between experience and thought, writers have
more than space and time can offer. They have the whole un-
explored realm of human vision.
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Out In places like Wyoming some of the shadows
are cut out and pasted on fossils*
There are mountains that erode when
clouds drag across them. You can hear
:t9HKSStob of the light breaking edges off white stones
At fountain on Main Street I saw
our shadow* It did not drink but
waited on cement and water while I drank*
There were two people and but one shadow*
I looked up so hard outward that a bird
flying past made a shadow on the sky*^
There is a place in the air wher
used~ to CTB";;
ur house
Once I crawled through grassblades to hear
the sounds of their shadows* One of the shadows
moved| and it was the earth where a mole
was passing* I could hear little
paws in the dirt, and fur brush along




from wells full of shadows*
In my prayers I let yesterday begin




Out in places like Wyoming some of the shadows
are cut out and pasted on fossils.
There are mountains that erode when
clouds drag across them. You hear the tick
of sunlight breaking edge off white stones.
At a fountain on Main Street I saw
our shadow. It did not drink but
waited on cement and water while I drank.
There were two people and but one shadow.
I looked up so hard outward that a bird
flying past made a shadow on the sky.
There is a place in the air where
our old house used to be.
Once I crawled through grassblades to hear
the sounds of their shadows. One shadow
moved, and it was the earth where a mole
was passing. I could hear little
paws in the dirt, and fur brush along
the tunnel, and even, somehow, the mole shadow.
In my prayers I let yesterday begin
and then go behind this hour now,
in churches where hearts pump sermons




Die Wurzeln des VVindes,
niemand grabt sie aus.
Die Linie des Horizontes,
niemand erreicht sie.





the roots of the wind.
Nobody reaches
the horizon line.








the fire has come down
from its inches of flame
to lie along the ground.
Above me the tent is breathing;
the sky moves out and in.
I hear a thousand porcupines
gnawing at the darkness.
Far off in the woods
an owl no longer hungry
shakes it out of his feathers.
Something swims on the lake.
Now it is skimming the surface,
now it is limp as a lily pad.
I roll in my covers
like an animal warm to his den.
Something skits across
the edge of camp.
I think: rabbit or mouse.
Then it is morning.
I duck my head in the blue water.
Then it is night.




This is before electricity,
it is when there were porches.
On the sagging porch an old man
is rocking. The porch is wooden,
the house is wooden and grey;
in the living room which smells of
smoke and mildew, soon
the woman will light the kerosene lamp.
There is a barn but I am not in the barn;
there is an orchard too, gone bad,
its apples like soft cork
but I am not there either.
I am hiding in the long grass
with my two dead cousins,
the membrane grown already
across their throats.
We hear crickets and our own hearts
close to our ears;
though we giggle, we are afraid.
From the shadows around
the corner of the house
a tall man is coming to find us:
he will be an uncle,
if we are lucky.
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FISHING FOR EEL TOTEMS
I stood on the reed bank
ear tuned to the line, listening
to the signals from the ones who lived
under the blue barrier,
thinking they had no words for things
in the air.
The string jumped,
I hooked a martian/ it poured
fluid silver out of the river
its long body whipped on the grass, reciting
all the letters of its alphabet.
Killed, it was a
grey tongue hanged silent in the smokehouse
which we later ate.
After that I could see
for a time in the green country;
I learned that the earliest language
was not our syntax of chained pebbles
but liquid, made




PHONING FROM SWEATHOUSE CREEK
I got three bulls and a native cutthroat, lover.
Pm phoning from the bar in Victor.
One drunk's fading fast. The other's fast
with information — worms don't work in August.
I found a virgin forest with a moss floor.
You and I can love there. Pack the food.
Sweathouse tumbles and where the bank
and cedar roots say this is where the shy cut
is, he is, and he comes lightning
out of nothing at your egg. Best of all,
the color. It could be the water, but the bulls
are damn near gold, and their white dots
stark as tile. The orange spots flare
like far off fires. The body's tubular and hard.
The cuts are rose and peach, all markings definite
as evil, with a purple gill. The drunk
passed out just now. It's like a ritual.
They put him on a table where he snores.
They named it Sweathouse Creek because
somewhere way upstream from here
the Indians built houses over hot springs
where the sick could sweat bad spirits out.
That's the jukebox. The other drunk can't hear.
Screw him. This is August. I used worms.
But lover, the color, the markings on
the bulls and cuts, and that deep forest
and the moss —
21
DRUMS IN SCOTLAND
Trumpets. A valley opens and beyond
the valley, closed and open sea. This land
is tough north music. Green cannot hide
the rock it hides and if horizon softens
into roll it is the terrible drums
you dream are rolling. It is a curved sword
carving gray. It is counter roll
to rolling sky. And you were never wanted.
Rain. Small windows muting light until
the living room was dull, a hunger
that would go on hunger for the girl.
No warmth in eyes, arms, anything
but words. No warmth in words. The cat
kept staring and the woman in the kitchen
banged about. What good words were you saying
that the small girl listened? You walked
two miles to visit every Sunday and she
always said come in. No invitation
needed in the country. You just went and lied.
That's a long sky there from Scotland.
Same gray. Same relentless drive
of sky and music. It is your dream,
that terrible rolling drum. You were never




When we come together after
we've been apart
we are like the sand grasses














LLUVIA EN LOS TROPICOS
En el pais de las piramides fertiles
el cielo dormita sobre el lago
hamaca azul tendida entre los horizontes
donde las nubes son hectareas de algodon
que el di'a quema en su hoguera transparente
antes de la llegada de las Iluvias
cuando el tornado deja peces sobre los techos.
En el pais de las piramides fertiles
la Iluvia descalza pasa corriendo de pronto
sobre las plantas de cafe ataviadas como doncellas
con pendientes de flores.
La Iluvia es una fabrica de azucar:
muele las canas de la luz
hasta extraer la sombra.
La Iluvia es una catedral en ruinas.
La Iluvia caverna
hace volver a los hombres
a la Edad de Piedra.
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RAIN IN THE TROPICS
In the land of the flowering pyramids
the sky dozes over the lake
A blue hammock hung from horizons
where the clouds are acres of cotton
burned by the day on its transparent bonfire
before the coming of the rain
when the hurricane leaves fish on the rooftop
In the land of the flowering pyramids
suddenly the shoeless rain darts by
over coffee plants decked out like girls
with flowers for earrings.
The rain is a sugar-cane mill:
it grinds up the cane of sunlight
until the shadows flow.
The rain is a cathedral in ruins.
The cave rain
returns mankind
to the Age of Stone.
ARBOLES DEL RIO AMAZONAS
Arboles de corteza de ceniza
os saludo
padres de la hamaca
y de la red
arboles de especerias
arboles de pimiento y de canela
gigantes planetarios







del caiman de anteojos
del ave-reloj
que pone huevos azules.
Arboles obesos




con sus pies en el agua
patria del pez electrico
y del boa constrictor
que cuelga de los hombros
del arbol doncella.
Arboles amarillos
de grandes frutos esfericos
saqueados por los buitres blancos
y los monos que Horan




TREES OF THE AMAZON RIVER
Trees of ashen bark
I salute you
old fathers of the hammock
and the net
trees of the spice-sellers
trees of pepper and cinnamon
planetary giants





who follow the trail
of the shy manatee
of the spectacled crocodile
of the clock-bird
that lays blue eggs.
Obese trees




with their feet in water
homeland of the electric eel
and boa constrictors
that droop from the shoulders
of young virgin trees.
Yellow trees
with immense round fruit
sacked by white vultures
and monkeys that cry
for the death of the sun








servido por los arboles
a millones de pajaros
en el esplendor
de un universe
de sombra, agua y madera.
28
Each morning
the banquet of abundance
is celebrated
the marriage of the
Amazon River
a great feast
served by the trees
to millions of birds
in the splendorous
universe







There will be a knock on my window.
It will be the poppies from your dream
Come to divide their light with me
As I eat my supper.
Solitude will enter
In a manner soft and invisible.
To lay its throat of a white hen at my bare feet
And ask for mice and some other food.
I will sit, it is predetermined, with eyes closed
Trying to remember their names.
(These names are like ants.
They visit and abandon my body
On their mournful errands).
Any night now
In that brief moment before sleep.
When the grasses step out of my body listening.
When I feel each object in my room
With the intensity of a secret and passionate kinship,
A river will pass under my house
Muttering strange words in her sleep.
Asking me to become water
To flow with her cold and deep
Through that same earth
Where the trees found me








Where you are only starting out now.
Somewhere
In a forest
Far to the north
Where the footprint
Of a large beast
Glitters with water.











Ihre Stille nutzt nichts.
Erklare ihnen Vogel,
Robben und Leguane.
Selbst der Metzger am Eck
mit dem traurigen Blick
und dem sicheren Messer
weiS das.
Ich werde die Fahre
nicht mehr benutzen.





their stillness won't work.
Explain birds to them,
seals and iguanas.
Even the butcher on the corner
with the sad eyes
and the sure knife
knows that.
I won't use
the ferry any more.





Und ohne viel Geschrei.
LAfi DICH ODER DIE STADT TREIBEN
Wir werden Dich finden




And without much screaming.
BE DRIVEN ACROSS THE CITY
We shall find you






That night the moon drifted over the pond,
turning the water to milk, and under
the boughs of the trees, the blue trees,
a young woman walked, and for an instant
the future came to her:
rain falling on her husband's grave, rain falling
on the lawns of her children, her own mouth
filling with cold air, strangers moving into her house,
a man in her room writing a poem, the moon drifting into it,
a woman strolling under its trees, thinking of death,
thinking of him thinking of her, and the wind rising
and taking the moon and leaving the paper dark.
THE ONE SONG
I prefer to sit all day like a sack in a chair
and to lie all night like a stone in my bed.
When food comes, I open my mouth.
When sleep comes, I close my eyes.
My flesh sings only one song
and the wind turns gray in my arms.
Flowers bloom, flowers die.




Other oxen have long curly horns.
My ox has a long bare tail.
I tag along behind.
Holding it like a flute or a whip.
We wander from the southern hill
To the eastern cliffs.
When he is tired or hungry,
I always know what to do.
Sunset, my ox ambles slowly home.
As he walks along,
I sing a song.
When he lies down,
I do too.
At night in the barn
I sleep by his side.
I am old. I take care of my ox.
I have nothing else to do.
I only worry that some day
They will sell my ox
To pay their taxes.
from the Chinese
of Kao K'i
I can no longer untangle my hair.
I feed on my own flesh in secret.
Do you want to measure how much I long for you?




THEY CALL IT WORK
and this is how he spends
his time in some old
garage where it
is always Saturday
near the end of the
month he is under
his car a hot Chevy
his legs stick out some
cut up pieces of railroad
tie chock the wheels its
safe there is always
the same radio in the
background always
humming a mail order
arch top with top forty
news weather and sports
no one listens and the
veneer is going mean
while I am just waiting
around with nothing
to do not helping much
just look at the dirt floor
with rags and parts all
over and a Cad La
Salle trans going no
where and all covered
with greasy brown dust
and he stops working and
says pick up that wrench
for me will you?
PAINTING THE BARN
a pretty long time
years maybe since he
did it last time still
it doesn't leak the
walls are good thought
I might do it in white
this time but no the red
is cheaper five gallons
at a time then walks
swaying with the ladder his
son on the other end, pokes
it at the sky the feet
on the ground good thing
I put down that straw it
dried out the ground pretty
good and thinks well
maybe I should have used
the white after all but
too late now climbs
up swings up the bucket
maybe the fence too later
and covers up CHEW RED MAN.
39
IT IS 6 AM IN THE MIDDLE OF KANSAS AND
the man wants fried eggs
over hard and bacon and
potatoes and coffee he
is big shouldered he
doesn't see anything
he just eats and drinks and
scrapes his egg around with
old toast and puts it in
his mouth and chews it up
he is not a dream of America
his food is not a dream
of America he gets up and
thumbs his check and his
wallet there is money
inside he leaves
a thumbprint on his
glass and the coffee
is half gone and cold
and the egg is all gone
and warm in his belly
it is probably quarter
to seven in Kansas.
40
Terry Stokes
THE CONSISTENCY OF THE HEART
Who could swallow it all? The whole story;
a man is trapped in a vat of anchovies,
is becoming, unless, of course, the firemen can save him
a tin of Fish Delight. His name is Jesus,
of Mexican descent. Ah, the tales he will spin
for his children who could possibly be eating
his legs out of brown bags in school lunchrooms,
saying, the sweet taste of the ocean
slips through our teeth, & the texture
is that of the salmon's heart, broken
on his way upstream, visits to loved ones
are always this way,
& the wails for a new life, pink




Desde el autobus, lleno
de labriegos, de curas y de gallos,
al llegar a Palencia,
veo a ese hombre.
Comienza a Hover fuerte, casi arrecia
y no le va a dar tiempo
a refugiarse en la ciudad. Y corre
como quien asesina. Y no comprende
el castigo del agua, su sencilla
servidumbre ; tan solo estar a salvo
es lo que quiere. For eso no sabe
que le crece como un renuevo fertil
en su respiradon acelerada,
que es cebo vivo, amor ya sin remedio,
cantera rica. Y, ante la sorpresa
de tal fecundidad,
se atropella y recela;
siente, muy en lo oscuro, que esta limpio
para siempre, pero el no lo resiste;
y mira, y busca, y huye,
y, al llegar a cubierto,
entra mojado y libre, y se cobija,
y respira tranquilo en su ignorancia
al ver como su ropa
poco a poco se seca.
42
RAIN AND GRACE
From the bus, full
of farm hands, priests and chickens,
coming into Palencia,
I see this man.
It starts in to rain, then harder
and he won't have time
to take shelter in the town. And he runs
like a murderer. And doesn't understand
the rain's punishment, its selfless
service; just to be out of it
is what he wants. That's why he doesn't
know a ripe bud's growing
in his quickened breath,
that it's live bait, a love he can't put down,
a rich quarry. And, taken aback
by this fruitfulness
he stumbles and dodges;
he feels, darkly within, that he's clean
forever, but he can't stand it;
and he stares, and hunts, and runs,
and, getting to cover,
goes in wet and free, and huddles down,
and breathes easy in his no-knowledge
as he sees how his clothes






Filled with joyful longing I ran across the echoing flag-
stone terrace and down the broad dressed-stone steps, gradual
as a beach, patterned with frost. The sky was an immeasurable
shell of shadow. The darkness of the mid-winter season, when
the sun never rises but the land never goes out entirely, lay
ahead of me, and the empty plains, with thoughts rising out of
the sleeping snow, turning to look, reeling, running a few steps,
falling again. Far beyond them, the Orphans' Gate. I carried
the egg in my left hand, inside the glove, keeping it warm. It
meant that I had only one hand to do everything. To hold on.
To wave. To fight. To balance. It meant that I would have
to let one thing go before I could take up another. I had given
up half of myself to hold the egg. And the other half to the
journey.
At the foot of the stairs, barely stirring in the twilight, the
dog teams were waiting, scores of them, lying in harness, curled
on the packed snow. Beside each of them was the driver's
round skin tent, and the driver himself, walking up and down
to keep warm. Here and there, to what looked like a great dis-
tance, fires were fluttering in silence, like votive lights in a
cathedral, with dark furred figures huddled near them. As I
approached a team its driver would step toward me, grinning
fiercely to show what a formidable personage he was, waving
his arms to make me realize how he cracked his whip, how he
terrified his dogs, how his sled flew on, how the Tooth Spirits,
the Eye Spirits, the Hand Spirits, the Bear Evils, the Wolf Evils,
the Crow Evils, the Knife-Carrying Ghosts, the Ice-Hollow
Ghosts, the Sinew Ghosts, the robbers, and the very stars of
wrong courses fled from him. He would open his mouth to
show how his voice went out ahead of him to tear into his team
like the heat of a building burning behind them. The whips
were cracked only in gesture and no voices came from the
drivers' mouths, for fear of waking the dogs. I passed driver
after driver, each more awesome than the last, each offering
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me, on his palm, the little bell that was his life — mine for the
journey, to return to him only if he brought me safely to the
Gate. But I knew not to choose any of these. Ages ago when
the first of my kind gave up part of his balance, forever, to
pick up a stone, which at once began to be something else, he
was rewarded with knowledge. I looked through the crowd
until I found, at the edge of the camp, a team of skinny dogs
piled in a heap, and a crippled driver limping beside his fam-
ished tent.
I stopped there and he hobbled up to me. Nothing about
him was ingratiating. Besides being a cripple he had only one
eye — his left. And the bell he offered me in his twisted palm
was a piece of ice. His sled itself was built with one side dif-
ferent from the other. As I was, now. I nodded my head and
he gave a little whistle and the dogs began to stir. And as they
did I thought I could feel a stirring in the egg, in my palm — a
turning inside it, or even the first faint vibrations of a cry.
And once again in my mind I saw — but more clearly than be-
fore — the towering columns and the low door of the Orphans'
Gate, where no one would know me, but where they would
recognize the egg that my mother (who was an orphan) had
given to me, and would let me pass through to where it would




THE ORDER OF HISTORY
In a dangerous dream the Cossacks came
and peasants with staves as thick as your arm
and a random milling of horses. My name
was still my name in the pogrom.
You of course were there
and trampled and beat and burned your share.
Lucky for us in a smoother place
outside our grandfathers, outside the dream
we come to a mild land of space
and water and drift on its seam
as if in sun, as if
the lake cups our anchored skiff
and the four corners of the room
open like still pools the trout breach.
We feed like them.
We lie on the picnic island beach,
the stunned ground under our skin





He smells like a zoo
but his manners are a doorman's.
General, how come . . .
"Son of God," he says . . .
you have such a bad name?
"1 was too business-like
and not really cultured —
more, say, like a self-made man
whose grandsons are cherished
as connoisseurs. My strength
was not limited by taste.
"But for acknowledged legislator
I chose a poet. I brought
peace and religious freedom
to the whole world except
some forests in the corners.
So if I blistered Moscow
and Peking, wouldn't you?
"Give me aircraft and electronics,
and I will forge ten —
a hundred — years of peace."
2. Spiro Agnew
"Over my hands, I mix
hot and cold water.
My hands! I hold them up




one another. I rinse
and hold them high,
as a famous surgeon would
before a transplant.
"1 could spend hours
in the shower.
I am a hydrofoil
lunging through the foam
for miles. A bath is like
sweating in a plastic bag.
''Electorate, I would turn
my face up to the nozzle
and drown if the Secret
Service weren't watching.
"They drive me to the White House.
In the basement, I leap
Olympically and jackknife into
a bucket of warm spit."
3. Karl Marx
"The stingier your suppers
and the less you live it up,
the more money you save.
You can work overtime
if that's all you've got to do.
The less you are,
the more you have.
"You can't help it,
either —
there are two of you.
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"One lies in bed
and has his balls stroked.
He wants to grow tomatoes,
to build his own house.
The other
drags him off to work.
"Sure, you would kick
the boss's ass
if it weren't yours too.
You would help the boss
forget the working class
if you didn't need the money
"You can't be both forever.
Help them have it out.
When they are dead,
you will be whole at last."
4 . Malcolm X
You get used to anything;
the boys in uniform lined up
like a white picket fence,
the garbage spilled and burned,
the humidity —
you get used to the colonel's voice
on the radio, you have no choice.
You had seen the fanatic
on television, and didn't believe
in the Heaven his finger poked at.
Even though you're white and work
in an office, you are not
all that fucking middle-class.
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just middle-income. You fidget
when someone speaks up
that you haven't done so hot.
But sure, nobody likes
to be spoken to that way.
His last picture in the papers
resembled a Pieta.
He was waiting
for a summer of hauling away this world
in a truck with exaggerated slogans
painted on the sides.
You hate the world you wake up to,
but your wife is pregnant.
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Sandra McPherson
RESIGNING FROM A JOB
IN A DEFENSE INDUSTRY
The names of things — sparks!
I ran on them like a component:
henries, microhenries, blue
beavers, wee wee ductors:
biographer of small lives,
of a plug and his girl named Jack,
of Utopian colonies which worked —
steel, germanium, brass, aluminum,
replaceables.
Outside, afloat, my words
swung an arm charting the woman
who was the river bottom.
We tried, beyond work, at work,
to keep what we loved. Near
Christmas I remember the office
women trimming their desperately
glittering holy day trees. And,
just as I left, the company
talent show, the oils and sentiment
thick on still lifes and seacoasts,
the brush strokes tortured as a child's
first script. Someone
had studied driftwood; another man,
the spray of a wave, the mania
of waters above torpedoes.
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AMANITAS
For a still life we pick them, above the beach
between polished kinnikinnick and the brow
of the wood's edge. Sploshes of rain roll off our boots
and arms. The mushrooms advertise —
yellow-slickered, orange warning Wet Paint if not
Caution, warted and Christmas knickknack
red. Their youngsters stick up gross big toes.
Worms patrolling the heliotrope corals
set no foot in these. O we are deadly. Our brown
bags eat them up, certain of their fertility
and new night-fruit. Home we litter indoors
with the outdoor — sand, rain, grass and what
will still pose for life in the muscarias.
The mycelium squirms sub-visible. You can tell
centuries later a dead-of-mushrooms mummy — the pinched
nose, the unbearable skin over pain, pain
a growing thing with a season and a harvest.
There is no uprooting it. Or perhaps these make
Ezekiels with visions a Russian Korjak will trade
a reindeer for. His cup runneth over even unto
the urine, which he will drink, which intoxicates.
I trade only the emptiness of my hands
and eyes for this modern and American generation
that mockingly doffs its enamelled cap and which
I love for its fight for my heart
and which I must fight to love.
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Michael Benedikt
POEM TO BE LOOKED AT DURING A NAUSEATING WAR
THAT IS MAKING EVERYBODY SICK
If you could see everybody as they sleep, if you could see how
likely they are to assume the defenseless and trustful positions
that the active body remembers best by relapsing, by imaging
silently into flesh; if you could see the closed eyes, the mouth
half-open as if expecting to be fed, the hair almost perfectly
combed by the repeated multiple purity of random motions;
if you could see the arms curved against the sides and the
hands half-curled under, fists and wrists loose and good for
fighting nothing; if you could see the legs, too, bent not for
advancing or receding, but poised as if for leaping straight up;
if you could see clearly, surpassing these uselessly dubious pro-
fessional assertions in all directions; if you could see just once,
without your usual slogans, speeches, or any speech at all,
without even the possibility of infection from the angering sight
of wounds which both sides have more than once either re-
vealed or concealed for the sake of TV cameras — just once
lifting vision beyond journalism, the 6 p.m. news, or Walter
Cronkite — if you could see it, even if you didn't see it in color,
come to think of it even if you didn't happen to see everybody,
but maybe just a few sleepers from the immediate region. East
Side or West Side, if you could see it and the wind was right,
that is if conditions were favorable, if you could manage just a
glimpse even at this late date you still might see this world
again for a change, you might be convinced that man's first
dreams are still his final dreams, and that these first and final
dreams are neither of exploitation nor of Imperialism.
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EDITING THE GAZETTE OF THE INFINITE
Swan in the room! Swan in the room! Before she came into
the office the teletype machines were working very well but
then the very tips of her wings became caught in the rollers
and then the teletype machines just broke down. The pressmen
are down there in the pits beneath the machines, squatting,
passing around a bottle, and cursing at swans. No overtime
this time! And how is the swan whiling away the hours before
the repairmen come? While Tm writing this report I see her
stretching out her long white neck and dusty face toward the
water-cooler. But most of the time she hides it beneath her
wing. Another late detail: occasionally she darts her beak to-
ward a little faucet that is dripping over in the corner . . . the
noise of my typing is deafening. My Swan is a genuine exclu-
sive! But then the head editor's door bursts open and the of-
fice-boy comes out running; and he hands me a memo from
the editor on the prevalence these days of crucified swans. It
must be time for my coffee-break; anyway, I feel inexplicably
thirsty . . . You get inexplicably thirsty — I guess that's how
it is when you have to work with a swan in the room.
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Gary Cildner
KULICK DREAMS HE'S POET LAUREATE
OF LITTLE RHODY
A white-haired gentleman in red socks
& gold on most of his bottom
teeth, he laughs on time to Mrs. Ida Grove's good
bustline, & starts to sip his tea —
No! — & she
grabs him by the neck &
wrings &
things get sweaty —
Out of his mouth flies
a peony, a crow, & his feet, a couple
of cocky volunteers, begin
to badger the throw-rug —
Ah hah! Old K. knows a joke
when he sees one, slaps his thigh kerr-ack!
confesses a liking for Roger (The Fingers) Williams
— & leaps for the door
where Ida, Miss Providence of 1937, shoves
a buck in his violet
& in front of frankly a million customers
pets the state chicken to death.
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Jack Anderson
MY PARENTS IN THE LOCKED ROOM
My parents in the locked room
are not my parents now:
they are two other people
I shall never meet
who live a life I know nothing of.
I am the child of two words:
Mama. Daddy.
I am the son of a hairnet
and a loud sports shirt with blue pants —
not the people in the locked room
I cannot even imagine.
My parents have abandoned me,
my parents are in hiding.
I run down the hall, melt through the door,
snap on the light:
they are not there, anywhere.
The bed is made: no marks, crisp smell
of laundered sheets, walls papered with the sun,
the carpet like a joyous humming.
But my parents
are in the next,
the always next, the locked, the darkened room
becoming themselves and not my words for them.
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Robert Ely
SOME NOTES ON DONALD HALL
In his early and still brilliant poem, "'Elegy for Wesley
Wells," Donald Hall talks of some disappearance of good. The
first note he hits — and his sound has great resonance — is
grief for the older person who has died, and somehow taken
some ol his nobility with him.
I think across the clamorous Atlantic
To where his farm lies hard against the foot
Of Ragged Mountain, underneath Kearsarge.
I speak his name against the beating sea.
The length of Wesley Wells, those miles away.
Today was carried to the lettered plain
In Andover, nearby the store he worked.
While March bent down the cemetery trees.
Sometimes he describes the decline from generation to genera-
tion in New England through objects:
Man to man remembers when
Bat and ball would ring this plain.
Fifty years ago, before
The batter's box washed out in rain.
So his poetry embodies the experience that manliness and moral
nobility are dying with the older generations. The poet feels it
likely that his great-grandfather was a nobler man than his
grandfather, and he knows his grandfather was nobler than
the poet's own father. (Robert Lowell's work embodies a simi-
lar recognition.) In the United States, this experience appears
primarily in New England poetry. New England farmers did
suffer an economic defeat after the Civil War when it turned
out that no amount of labor on their rocky acres could compete
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with the black dirt of the Middle West. By contrast, in mid-
western life, a decline of generations is not emotionally visible,
because being newer immigrants, most midwesterners know
little of their grandfathers and nothing at all of their great-
grandfathers. In New England, the character of grandfathers
and even great-grandfathers is often known to the child, if not
personally, at least by family story. (In '"Foundations of Ameri-
can Industry," Mr. Hall suggests that the fathers who made the
sidewalks marked WPA during the Depression are somehow
superior to their sons who now walk home on them, heading
for the suburbs. "Their old men made/them, and they walk
on/ their fathers.") It's interesting that the fear of falsity in
this generation leads to a renewed emphasis on thrift. Robert
Creeley, who is also a New England poet, makes thrift the prin-
ciple of his diction. Donald Hall's book of prose memoirs is
called String Too Short To Be Saved.
Mr. Hall's moving poem in memory of Edwin Muir casts
Muir as one of the noble old grandfathers also. After he dies
Wild horses are singing
And the voices of the rocks.
This noble mourning for the old we see also in his lament for
the death of the old World War I pilot, his sense of the great-
ness of Henry Moore, his care for old men like Ezra Pound.
His grief for what goes when fine old men go seems now — in
a time of hatred of the old — dissident, but that grief in his
work is something that readers coming after us will find pre-
cious, and honor.
A second complex of experiences that surfaces in Mr.
Hall's work, and surfaces unmistakably, like a buried tree ris-
ing in the Missouri, is a cpmplgx centering around animal proc-
esses, vegetable ^oce^ses^ instinclual changes. This second
kn^ of awarenesses does not have to do with moral nobility
at all, but with certain instinctual processes which move like
glaciers slowly and almost invisibly, but are just as unstoppable.
Many persons living in this century have the illusion these
processes are under their control, but Mr. Hall has a deep sense
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of their uncontrollability. His major poem on this theme is
the opening poem in A Roof Of Tiger Lilies, called 'The Snow."
He uses the metaphor of snow descending for instinctual proc-
esses. The snow falls whether it wants to or no. He mentions
that a baby really does not want to fall out of the mother's
body, he wants to remain in his "airy tent," but, like snow, he
has to fall. Through the baby's birth then, the baby under-
stands death. And anyone who studies falling snow will sense
the glacial slide of the instincts, anyone watching snow then
"sleeps himself" back to his babyhood, the whole world be-
comes once more particles of his infant body.
Toward the end of the poem, Mr. Hall notices that the
snow, as it melts, goes through "the cycles of water" — an-
other process. And yet Mr. Hall admits that he cannot enter
joyfully into these cycles of disintegration and rebirth: "I can-
not open the door/ to the cycles of water."
Perhaps because he clings so to the nobility he saw em-
bodied in some old men, he cannot give himself to death, con-
fident that he will be reborn, that "all things die and are born
again." Hjs, -p^oetry-of
t
on then gives uc the experience of a
being held unwillingly inside one room of time, a life reluctant-^
ly lived out inside one body. Describing a New Hampshire
lake with a dead rowboat in”TT he says
:
Slim pickerel glint
in the water. Black horned pout
doze on the bottom.
The sense of being trapped in a room of time is like being
trapped in the middle class ("Residential Streets"), it is like
lying in a bed as a boy and listening to the grownups lie and
brag to each other ("The Adults"), it is like the sensation that
your birth was somehow unhappily fated, that your unhappy
mother and father conceived you while playing in some ritual
they could not escape ("In The Kitchen of the Old House").
It is like the sensation of clay being trapped to form a massive
human body, clay which gracefully agrees to be both massive
and human (see his many poems on Henry Moore sculptures).
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These two experiences — of grief for permanent loss to
civilization, and of wonder at the processes inside cinimals and
plants, their unstoppable slide toward death and resurrection —
are both human experiences, independent of art. A third ex-
perience to which his work returns often is a more specifically
artistic expenence — the experience of pleasure .
Just as politics is the art of gaining power over others, art
is an investigation of pleasure. Poetry investigates spiritual
joy, imaginative delights, the joy of vowel sounds, or, as in
concrete poetry, even the delight of_Jype. We recall that the
Puritans, who were suspicious of pleasures, removed art objects
from their churches, preferring the pure white boards. Mr.
Hall's investigation of pleasure then is also relevant to New
England history, but this time goes against the grain of the New
England past.
"The Long River" is a poem about pleasure. His specula-
tions and tentative probings have been given body in wonder-
fully vivid and blocky pictures, images heavy like sculptures.
He describes first the danger a New Englander (or an American
in general) feels as he approaches pleasure:
The musk-ox smells
in his long head
my boat coming. When
I feel him there,
intent, heavy,
the oars make wings
in the white night,
and deep woods are close
on either side
where trees darken.
I rowed past towns
in their black sleep





when the boat stops,
in hard thickets. Now
the wood is dark
with old pleasures.
The words carry the strong self-sufficient force of pleasure it-
self, and the music carries an instinctive archaic resonance that
means it is coming from deep and archaic parts of the con-
sciousness, from a very ancient brain. I think this poem is
one of the best poems written since the Second World War.
Mr. Hall is not prolific, he does not have an immense num-^
ber of good poems, but when a poem is good, it is solid all the
way through, and absolutely genuine. Some of his new poems,
such as the love poem "'Gold" continue to embody, not super-
ficial intellectual speculations, but "old pleasures." In the re-
cent poem "Waters" he expresses the idea of old pleasures
through the image of stones in a lake:
A rock drops in a bucket;
sudden fierce
waves exhaust themselves
against the tin circle.
A rock in a pond;
a fast
splash, and ripples move out
interrupted by weeds.
The lake enormous and calm;
a stone falls;
for an hour the surface
moves, holding to itself the frail
shudders of its skin. Stones
on the dark bottom
make the lake calm,




I. Son and Father
The long van is nearly loaded.
In my daughter's room I bend to lift
Her mattress and the sour smell pinches
My lungs and my father lifts me
Out of bed and carries me to the car.
He lays me on the shelf below the window
And I am sleeping and the car is
Plunging driverless down the highway
And I bang my head into the doorjamb
And look up to the waiting van.
I look for the green Chevrolet.
I look for my father.
II. Wife and Mother
Try not to lift anything heavy.
The doctor says so.
You might hurt the baby.
So you stand there and lean on your belly.
Don't throw that away.
You want me to stop what Tm doing
And put my hand where you tell me.
I feel it jump.
Do I want a brother or a sister?
Oh can't we keep at least one?
It's crazy to think you can carry
The life of this place into another.
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I sit beside you in the Chevrolet,
My own mother, every time we move.
Cradling in your lap the cracking pitcher.
III. Child and Tree
Say goodbye to the birds.
I say goodbye to the birds.
To the sunflower seeds, to the feeding station.
I say goodbye to the small-boned tree.
To the limb I hung the swing from.
In another year she'll be too heavy.
I lift her into the car.
We round the corner and the rear-view mirror
Plants the tree in my memory.
I see it always growing higher, higher.
Lifting the swing, lifting the light-boned child.




Her voice, that scooped me out of the games of the others
to dump me in bed at seven for twelve years,
and yelled me up to my feet if I sat on the ground,
liable to catch pneumonia, and each year penned
the feet, that wanted to walk bare, or hike
or wade, in the cramping, pygmy shoes of the chronic
invalid, intoned each time I raged and cried
the old story of how Fd nearly died
at six weeks from nursing a serum she'd taken,
so rd never be well. Each day all over again
she saved me, pitted against rain, shine, cold, heat,
hunting in my mouth each morning for a sore throat,
laying a fever-seeking hand on my forehead
afternoons, incanting "Did your bowels move good?
Wrap up before you go out and don't play hard.
Are you sure you're not coming down with a cold? You look
tired,"
keeping me numb on the couch for so many weeks,
if somehow a wily cough, flu or pox
got through her guard, my legs would shake and tingle,
trying to find the blessed way back to school.
Girl Scouts, green apples, tree climbs, fairs — the same
no. "But the other kids . . ." "Well, you're not like them."
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Food was what, till I gagged, she kept poking in,
and then, with high enemas, snaked out again;
her one goose, refusing to fatten, I showed
her failure and shamed her with every bone I had.
If I screamed that Td run away if I couldn't go,
she'd say, "All right, but that'll be the end of you,
you'll get sick and who'll pay the doctor bill?
You'll die, you know as well as I do you will."
I was scared to die. I had to carry a hankyful
of big white mineral pills, a new cure-all,
for months, and gulp them in classes every half hour.
They spilled on the floor in front of my favorite teacher.
A spastic went jerking by. "That's how you'll get
from twitching your finger all the time. Now quit it!"
A bandaged head moaned in the hospital. "Mastoid.
That's how you'll be if you don't stop blowing hard."
Only once, dumbfounded, did she ever notice a thing
that might be thought of as strength in me. Breaking
another free yardstick from the drygoods store
on a butt and legs still bad, she found her junior
in high school fighting back till we rolled on the floor.
That night she said I wouldn't get spanked any more.
She took me to college and alerted the school nurse.
I went in without looking back. For four years
I tested each step, afraid to believe it was me
bearing like a strange bubble the health of my body
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as I walked the fantastic land of the ordinary
and learned how to tear up the letters, "'You know how I worry,
for my sake please don't do it . . . don't try it . . . don't go . . .
You surely wouldn't want to make me worry like I do!"
Marriage, work, books, years later, called
to help them when she and Dad both lay in bed,
I first stepped back in their house for a stay of more
than a few days. Soon she was crying "Come back here!
Don't you dare go outside that door without your sweater!"
"But it's hot out," said the innocent, visiting neighbor.
"Oh, but she's never been well, I have to keep watching
her like a hawk or she comes right down with something."
There, on my big shoulders, against such proof —
a quarter of a century of the charmed life
I'd been living outside the door — she could still see
the weak, rolling head of a death-threatened baby.
In a hundred visits and fifteen hundred letters
she's been showing herself to me for thirty years
(as well as six thousand days of retrospect)
in clear colors. I know what to expect
before I open my ears or the envelope.
She had to get up three times a night to "dope"
a sore, she "gargled and sprayed" for a week so as not
to get "what was going around." There was blood in the
snot
she blew out last month. She "hawks up big gobs
of stuff that is almost orange." All of her tubes
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are blocked. Her face turned purple. Lettuce she ate
was "passed" whole, "green as grass" in the toilet.
She "came within an inch" of a "stoppage," but mineral oil
saved her from all but "a running-off of the bowel."
Sniffing her mucus or sweat or urine, she marvels
anew at how "rotten" or "rank" or "sour" it smells.
There's never been any other interesting news.
Homer of her own heroic course, she rows
through the long disease of living, and celebrates
the "blood-red" throat, the yellow pus that "squirts"
from a swelling, the taste, always "bitter as gall,"
that's "belched up," the bumps that get "sore as a boil,"
the gas that makes her "blow up tight as a drum,"
the "racing heart," the "new kind of bug," the "same
old sinus," the "god-awful cold" — all things that make
her "sick as a dog" or "just a nervous wreck."
Keeping her painstaking charts, first mariner
of such frightful seas, she logs each degree and number
"Three hundred thousand units of penicillin
he gave me last Thursday!" "I puked four times, and the last
one
was pure hilel" "Fever way up to ninety-
nine-point-nine!" Daily, but not humbly,
she consults the eight shelves of the six-foot, steel,
crammed-with-medication oracle.
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I know what she is, I know what she always was:
a hideous machine that pumps and wheezes,
suppurating, rotting, stinking, swelling,
its valves and pipes shrieking, its fluids oozing
in the open, in violent color, for students to learn
the horror, the nausea, of being human.
And yet, against all the years of vivid, never-
varying evidence, when I look at her
1 see an attractive woman. And looking back,
testing the truth of a child's long-ago look,
I still see the mother I wanted, that I called to come,
coming. From the dark she rushes to my bedroom,
switching the lamp on, armed with pills, oils, drops,
gargles, liniments, flannels, salves, syrups,
waterbag, icebag. Bending over me,
giant, ferocious, she drives my Enemy,
in steamy, hot-packed camphorated nights,
from every sickening place where he hides and waits.
Do you think I don't know how love hallucinates?
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Paul Zimmer
ONE FOR THE LADIES AT THE TROY LAUNDRY
WHO COOLED THEMSELVES FOR ZIMMER
The ladies at the Troy Laundry pressed
And pressed in the warm fog of their labor.
They cooled themselves at the windows.
The steam rising from their gibbous skins
As I dawdled home from school.
In warmer weather they wore no blouses
And if I fought the crumbling coke pile
To the top, they laughed and waved
At me, billowy from their irons.
Oh man, the ladies at the Troy Laundry
Smelled like cod fish out of water.
And yet the very fur within their armpits
Made me rise wondering and small.
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Mark McCloskey
THE SAME NOTE FROM MY BROTHER'S WIFE
The same note from her —
but this time a color photo
of him after I had seen him last —
for what? Even if I wept on the table,
and saw his ghost out the kitchen window,
her writing would still point to the sky,
and he would not smile,
but try to pull summer off the tree.
It would be spring to call her 'you,'
for it would seem he was there.
But she was not there
when he blew her pillow-feathers about,
and shrank like a cube of sugar on the floor.
And later her blue eyes did not know
the gravediggers were folding the grass
and trucking his flower-garbage away;
her hands held the still air like a trumpet.
And what is 'you' anyway? A word
distant as 'dead.' Even when he said,
springing on my sleeve like a drunk,
'What am I so hungry for — tell me!'
I jerked my collar up and whistled
winter was leaking into the sky.
His picture, too — can I ask it
until its gloss flashes like sweat,
'What is that little animal in your eyes?'
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I want him to write me,
even to stuff an envelope with feathers,
for I could tear down this poem
like a bell over an empty church,
and I could write back at once,
"Dearest brother ... all my love."
But I can't even write her,
for she would still crane to hear the sky,
not the moth of my voice.
What is this hour for, then? The light, the tree
interrupting it like a yawn upon the window,
this little spoon that he will not pick up, this paper
that is not his face and not her heartbeat.
His child I had never seen — is it
for him calling me his father
until I hold him
harder than I have ever held a woman?




"Barbara probably still has it, but
there's no telling where Barbara is."
—a friend, in conversation
Joan never knew,
Lorraine had plans,
you were shy when you met Arlene
through a mutual friend,
Barbara probably still has it
but there's no telling where Barbara is.
Friends wear out,
your poems collapse,
your gift was metaphor,
subtle denial;
Barbara probably still has it,
no telling where Barbara is.
Women who love you
are not beautiful, love
is not beautiful;
there's your life to spend
buying beauty; Barbara
still has it





Who that life was
is clear: the wrist that moved
near the table, the white dress
in the shadow, sidestepping the square
sunlight on the floor lest it burn
the hem of it: apples are pared
and notes sent and the black
stud is kept in the stable.
Fires light her pillow.
Morningtimes the garden smokes.
September. September. September.
Doors are kept ajar,
but only so. The circus is outside
the windows. The bread rises,
jelly is put in jars,
the hand is on the newel.
Shoes glide up the stairs
and the small attic burns.
7.^
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Island. The poems printed here are
previously unpublished.
MARGARET ATWOOD lives in
Edmonton, Alberta. Her publica-
tions include two books of poems.
The Circle Game and The Animals
In That Country, the latter from At-
lantic Monthly Press last year. She
is also the author of a novel. The
Edible Woman.
MICHAEL BENEDlKTs prose
poems will be part of a collection to
be called Universe. He describes
them as "a bit mischievous with re-
gard to the vulgar version of our
present idea of poetry, which is that
if there are a few words on a page,
the verse must be economical."
ROBERT BLY's magazine, The Six-
ties, has recently turned into The
Seventies, the first issue of which he
promises will appear soon, better
than ever and "crammed with preju-
dices."
HAYDEN CARRUTH's selected
longer poems. For You, will appear
in the fall from New Directions. So
will his anthology of 20th century
American poetry. The Voice That Is
Great Within Us (Bantam).
KURT ELMENTHALER is a young
photographer from Frankfurt am
Main. He has red hair, just like
Voltaire's, a wife, a cat, no money
and this is his first appearance any-
where.
GARY GlLDNER's first book of
poems, entitled First Practice, was
published by the University of Pitts-
burgh Press in 1969. He is prepar-
ing a second collection (which will
include "Kulick Dreams . . ."), en-
titled Holding On.
PHILLIP HEY teaches writing at
Briar Cliff College and has appeared
in the Big Table Anthology Young
American Poets. As an added dis-
tinction, he was born on the 172nd
anniversary of Wordsworth's birth.
RICHARD HUGO, author of A Run
of Jacks and Death of the Kapowsin
Tavern, teaches at the University of
Montana. A third collection is
scheduled to appear soon from
World.
MAXINE KUMIN's third volume of
poetry. The Nightmare Factory, will
be published by Harper and Row in
June of this year.
GREG KUZMA edits PEBBLE from
the University of Montana, where
he teaches creative writing. A new
book. The Bosporus, is due shortly
from Hellric Publications.
AL LEE, whose poems have ap-
peared recently in Sumac, Concern-
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ing Poetry, and New American Re-
view, teaches at the Newark College
of Engineering.
ROBIN MAGOWAN's book Voy-
ages (kayak) is still in print. His
translation of Michaux, Ecuador,
has just been published by the Uni-
versity of Washington Press.
MARK McCLOSKEY's first book,
Goodbye, But Listen, was published
last year by Vanderbilt. Next year
he will be teaching at U.C.L.A.
SANDRA McPherson's book,
Elegies For The Hot Season, will be
published by Indiana University
Press sometime this year. The book
is a National Endowment for the
Arts Selection.
W. S. MERWIN has two new books
coming out this year with Athe-
neum: a book of poems, called The
Carrier of Ladders, and one of prose
(including "The Egg") to be entitled
The Miner's Pale Children.
KENNETH REXROTH's appearance
here with translations from the Chi-
nese gives us an opportunity to rec-
ommend, to any who might not
know it, his One Hundred Poems
from the Chinese (New Directions).
We depart here from our normal re-
striction to what is "contemporary"
in order to call attention to one of
the most important and invigorating
influences on contemporary poetry.
CLAUDIO RODRIGUEZ was born
in Zamora (Spain) in 1934. The
poem translated for this issue is
from his third book of poems, Ali-
anza y condena, published in 1965.
In an era of second-rate Social Poe-
try the power of his language re-
calls the great Spanish Baroque
poets. FIELD wishes to thank the
Revista de Occidente for permission
to reprint and translate this poem.
GIBBONS RUARK has published in
Poetry, Poetry Northwest, and The
Massachusetts Review. One poem
won a prize from the National
Council on the Arts and appeared
in the first American Literary An-
thology. He is now looking for a
publisher for his first collection.
ROLFRAFAEL SCHROER lives in
Dusseldorf. Formerly a gravedig-
ger, he now works as a graphic
artist by day and a ballad singer by
night. He recently published his
first collection of poems, which he
illustrated himself.
CHARLES SIMIC has two books
from kayak: What the Crass Says
(1967) and Somewhere Among Us A
Stone Is Taking Notes (1969).
WILLIAM STAFFORD has been ap-
pointed Poetry Consultant at the Li-
brary of Congress for the coming
year.
TERRY STOKES teaches at Western
Michigan University in Kalamazoo.
His first book. The Lady Poems, was
published last summer by Runcible
Spoon Press, and another. Wed-
dings, Marriages, & other success
stories, is due anytime from Grande
Rhonde Press.
MARK STRAND'S third book of
poems will be published by Athe-
neum this summer. He teaches
writing at Yale.
ERIC TORGERSEN's first book. The
Carpenter, was published by the
Salt Mound Press in 1969. He
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teaches English at Quincy College,
in Illinois.
MONA VAN DUYN is co-founder
and co-editor, with her husband, of
Perspective. Hers was the first prize
poem in the Borestone Mountain
Awards Best Poems of 1967. Her
third collection. To See, To Take, is
forthcoming from Atheneum.
R. C. VLIET is the author of Events
and Celebrations (Viking, 1966) and
The Man With the Black Mouth, to
be published this summer by kayak.
He is currently working on a novel,
living with his family in Yautepec,
Mexico, amidst an orange and pis-
tachio orchard.
PAUL ZIMMER'S second book. The
Republic of Many Voices, was re-
cently published by October House.
His first, from the same publisher,
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